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Some machines will use a fourth point between B and C to carry out quality control measurements.

Jackson 6700 Workhead Parts; Jackson 6700 Jack Beam Parts; Jackson Miscellaneous Parts; Tamper Parts; Fairmont Parts; Nordberg Parts; Giesmar Parts; Plasser Parts; About Us.. The two chord system requires three reference trolleys fitted to the machine - usually called A point, B point and C point.

jackson 6700 tamper manual

jackson 6700 tamper manual, jackson tamper parts

Prior to the introduction of mechanical tampers, this task was done by manual labour with the help of beaters.. A tamping machine or ballast tamper is a machine used to pack (or tamp) the track ballast under railway tracks to make the tracks more durable.. 'Lining' rails doesn't involve ballast tamping, it merely ensures the rails are perfectly parallel and straight as possible.. Nov 07, 2015 JACKSON 6700 TAMPER WORKHEAD 39 Lakeside Drive Broadmeadows Victoria 3047 Australia Tel: (03) 9359 2977 Fax: (03) 9359 1291 Email: sales@njengineering.

The tamper lifts each sleeper and the rails up, and packs ballast underneath When the sleeper is laid down again, the sagged rails now sit at the proper level.

We offer an optional extended Jackbeam with hooks that extend an additional 2-1/2' for use in long turnouts.. As well as being faster, more accurate, more efficient and less labour-intensive, tamping machines are essential for the use of concretesleepers since they are too heavy (usually over 250 kg (551 lb)) to be lifted by hand.. Tamping units[edit]System 7 fully hydraulic tamping headThe Tamping units of most Tamping machines will consist of:A set of tines either 8 or 16 per sleeper divided evenly between front and rear of sleeperMounting or 'guide' rods that allow the unit as a whole to move up and down in a linear motionSupport frameSqueezing armsTine mounts, can be either part of the squeezing arm or attached to it via a pin to allow swiveling depending on type of tamping machineTo generate the vibration
needed for penetration and consolidation there are two leading methods commonly used:Using a hydraulically driven eccentric shaft attached either to the end of the squeezing cylinders or acting as the pivot point for the squeezing armsUsing a special squeezing cylinder and valve assembly to oscillate the tinesA less common method more often seen on tamping head attachments for excavators is to use a motor driven vibrator assembly that is directly bolted to the support frame.. The machine then uses the lifting lining unit to move the rail and B point in line with A and C.. As well as being faster, more accurate, more efficient and less labour-intensive, tamping machines are essential for the use of concretesleepers since they are too heavy (usually over 250 kg (551 lb)) to be lifted by hand.. Functions[edit]A Balfour
Beatty ballast tamper/track tamper train at Banbury stationPacking of ballast under sleepersCorrection of cross levelCorrection of longitudinal levelDrivingRun driveWork driveSpecial functionsTwist correctionsTrack settlementLaser liningAutomatic data feeding by computerRecording of track parameterTypes[edit]A GTRM Rail tamping machineAn Amey Plc tamping machineTamper machines are built in many different varieties depending on their purpose:Plain line tamping machines: used on line sections which have no points or other complex track structures, commonly referred to as production machines, generally have fixed tamping head positionsDuomaticContinuous action tamping machinesTamping ExpressSwitch tamping machines: used to tamp switches, crossings and other complex track structures,
have movable tamping heads with ability to isolate heads when required.. When working, the machine uses pneumatic cylinders to lightly push these trolleys into the selected datum rail both vertically and horizontally.. Early machines only lifted the track and packed the ballast More modern machines, sometimes known as a tamper-liner or tamping and lining machine, also correct the alignment of the rails to make them parallel and level, in order to achieve a more comfortable ride for passengers and freight and to reduce the mechanical strain applied to the rails by passing trains.. When using this method, the tower operator positions A point anchorages according to existing track geometry measurements taken beforehand.. Prior to the introduction of mechanical tampers, this task was done by manual labour with the
help of beaters. e10c415e6f 
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